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The GrizzJly

"Money can't but happiness,
but it can buy the kind of misery
you prefer. "
-Hobart Brown

September 15, 1998
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Where's Your Money ,Going?
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Each year, Vrsinus College works
within an operating budget from
which expenses are taken. The
college's revenue, by principal
sources, is drawn from such obvious means as tuition, as well as
room and board. But there are also
additional sources of income of
which most students may not be
aware. "It's interesting to look at the
income and notice that there are
many sources of revenue other than.
tuition," said Winfield Guilmette,
Vice President for Finance and Administration. These can generally
be broken down into the categories
of investment income, annual gifts,
governmental support, and miscellaneous income.

Income investments are comprised of endowments and their invests. Endowments are gifts that
are given that have to be invested
and cannot be spent.' Its income,
however, can be used to fulfill the
purposes for which the money is
given. These differ from annual
gifts that can be used for any purpose. "There are alumni, and others, who have generously contributed funds that offset income. Much
of the cost ofthe education is funded
by people who have contributed in
the past or are doing so currently,"
said Mr. Guilmette. "Much generosity is involved in the process, and
students are the beneficiaries."
Government support for student
aid includes Pell Grants and Federa I Work Study. Another form is
the Pennsylvania Higher Education Assistance Grant, which is a

certain amount of money that the
state gives to the college according
to how many students are from Pennsylvania. This grant is used for general support. Miscellaneous income
encompasses items such as application fees and various programs, including a health administration program that St. Joseph's runs using the
Vrsinus facilities. This places the
college's total revenues for the 199798 year at $36,653,740, which is an
increase of $1,243,982 when compared to the previous year's $35,
409,758. These figures demonstrate
that tuition and related fees only
account for approximately 55 percent of total revenues.
Financial aid is withdrawn before other expenses are paid. Internally funded fmancial aid is college
money given to students to offset
their bills. Externally funded fman-

Pfahler Hall Renovations:
The Sound of Progress
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As Fall approaches, students casually stroll to classes all over the
Ursinus College campus. They are
starting to wear sweaters and boots,
and they may hurry a bit as a particularly brisk breeze blows by them.
The sun is shining as colorful leaves
are dropping to the ground. Suddenly, the sound of a demolition
crew at work rips through the air.
People look around, bewildered by
the disturbance in their lovely fall
outing. The sounds are from Pfahler
Hall's construction crew as they
renovate the science building. What
is going on in there?
The Physical Plant's Fred Klee
has some answers. According to
Mr. Klee, Vrsinus is replacing outdated laboratory furniture and dealing with air circulation problems in
the chemistry labs. "We have con.structed an addition to the rear ofthe
existing building. It has a classroom, science resource center (com-

puter lab), an inorganic chemistry
lab . . . and an organic chemistry
lab," says Klee. They have also
renovated the lecture hall to make it
more usable for a variety of course
offerings. This sounds wonderful
for the students with science related majors.
With new furniture and better
resources, who could ask for more?
Are the students appreciating the
work that is being done in Pfahler
Hall? Colleen Logan, a bi.ology
and pre-medical freshman said,
"The construction is a disturbance
during my classes in Pfahler Hall.
The noise makes' it hard to focus on
the professor." Logan believes that
despite the inconvenience, "In the
end it will work well." "I think it's
worth it, "explained sophomore
chemistry major Eric Neelans, "It
doesn't bother me but it is taking a
bit long." Sarah Lavigne a junior
math major said, "[The construction] is not as bad as last year. I
think what they are doing in the
new wing looks really good." The
overall consensus between students
seems to be that the construction is

annoying at times, but it is a means
to a beneficial end. When asked if
his classes' were disrupted by the
construction noise, Dr. Eric
Williamsen, who teaches a chemistry course in Pfahler said, "Occasionally, but we have a pretty good
relationship with the construction
crew." He went on to say that ifhe
has an exam scheduled he can let the
crew know and they will refrain from
doing any heavy-duty demolition at
those times. "The building defmitely
needed upgrading," said Williamsen.
Fred Klee claims that the remaining demolition will be completed
during the semester break and that
the reconstruction will start second
semester. Both the faculty ·and the
construction team are grateful for
each other's cooperation. Students
seem to be anxious for the construction to be fmished not only so the
noise and the dust will stop, but also
so they can start to use the new
resources and facilities. The completion of the renovations is scheduled
for sometime in the late spring of
1999.

cial aid is the aforementioned governmental support that goes out to
the students through the college.
This leaves $26,209,226 available
for the college to use for operational
costs.
Expenses include $10,652,503
for salaries, $2,652,782 for benefits, $6,258,573 for Educational
Programming, $2,710,874 for Institutional Support, $2,859,417 for
Maintenance, which is down from
the previous year's $3,226,213, and
$1,073,483 for debt service. Educationa I Programming involves all
academic, academic support, student life, and food service departments. Institutional Support ineludes those expenses related to general administration of the college,
such as fundraising, business, and
admissions areas. Maintenance costs
are those that relate to the operation

and upkeep of college buildings
and grounds. Debt service expenses are used for the repayment
of long term loans taken out for
various purposes. The expenses
total $26, 207, 632, leaving a net
revenue of $1,594 per year.
Overall, the tuition has gone up
at a decreasing rate, currently
around four to five percent per
year. Vrsinus College costs for a
full-time, residential student include $18,300 for tuition, $5,880
for room and board, $140 for the
activities fee, and$80 fora wellness
fee. That tuition level ranks as one
of the lowest of the Centennial
Conference, which includes
Swarthmore, Bryn Mawr,
Dickinson, Franklin and Marshall,
Gettysburg,
Haverford,
Muhlenburg, Washington, Western Maryland, and John Hopkins.

Kenneth Starr's
"XXX-Files "
On September 9, Kenneth Starr
delivered 36 boxes to the House of
Representatives. The boxes contained 2 copies of Mr. Starr's fmdings during his investigation of
President Clinton. The findings
contained 18 boxes of supporting
evidence and a 445 page report.
The following night the report was
posted on the internet, causing severe traffic problems across the net.
W ired news, and internet news
source, says that hours before the
report was published the Library of
Congress was receiving between 80
and 100 hits per second. The Library of Congress was not expected
to be able to handle the immense
amount of volume, but many other
news sites are posting their own
copies of the report, which lessens
the traffic to the Library of Congress.
Within minutes of posting the
reportCNN interactive, a CNN news
site on the internet, was receiving

approximately 300,000 hits a
minute. Niall Mckay, a Wired
News reporter said, "the internet
is staI).ding up to an onslaught of
traffic on what may turn out to be
the biggest day in the medium's
history." Although most sites
handled'the immense traffic well,
there was another major concern.
Due to the graphic content of the
report, internet filters such a~
Cybersitter and Netnanny are
blocking out the report, denying
access to many schools and libraries across the nation.
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politicians, the Parhament would be seek professional help beforehand
The Clinton scandal has not only
empty."
provmg that they weren't trymg to
affected the U. S., but the entire
"In
Italy, government ministers have hurt her on purpose.
world. Here are a few statements
mistresses, and that is kept separate
In Charlottesville, Va., a rnan
from around the globe about this
from
their
pub
lic
life
....
A
sexual
affair
International News
robbedaHolidayInnat5a.m. When
on going saga.
In Dubai, United Arab Emirates, Italian industrialist Umberto Agnelli would never end the career of an Sgt. James Pace asked what hapthe Iranians and Talibans have said, "I believe that the U. S. A. has Italian politician." Luisa Arezzo, an pened, the clerk said that the man
continued to threaten each other such an important responsibility editor at a Liberal magazine in Rome'. came in asking about a room, foland tensions between them con- towards the world that a matter of "The problem is that nobody will lowed him into a private office, and
tinue to rise at an enormous rate. this nature should at least have been _ take Clinton seriously anymore." "I then robbed him at knifepoint. Sgt.
mean, what do you think Saddam Pace later found out that the robber
Hashemi Rafsanjani, formerpresi- postponed. "
dent of Iran, has said that the "We always like to know who is with Hussein thinks of him?" Zeev used a serrated butter knife to comTalibans will pay for the innocent who, but we don't think that it is in Chafetz, a prominent social commen- mit the crime.
lives they took. Taliban spokes- any way related to his job and his tator and Israeli American.
James Bigger of Albuquerque,
man WakilAhmedMuttawakilsaid public life," Jean Loup Demignieux,
N.M. was arrested after robbing a
in responds to Rafsanjani's com- international director ofFrance Telewoman at gunpoint at an ATM mament, "Weare not worried about vision.
chine.
He took the $20.00 she was
National News
Iran." "Iran will not attack." Iran "It's not a very French approach,"
intending
to use for gas and threatMichael and Angeline Rogers of
has tried to initiate peace between said Emmanuel Delhomme, a Paris Chilton, Wis., were convicted and ened to kill her. The woman begged
them but the Talibans feel that it is Bookseller. "We're at the opposite ~sentenced to one year injail with ten and pleaded so much that Bigger
a trap and continue to withstand of all that...because if tomorrow we years probation for the caging of changed his mind about keeping the
from a truce.
had to do the same thing to our their eight-year-old daughter. The money, outstretched his hand, and
parents claim that the child was a said "no hard feelings?" Also, povery difficult child and when the lice later found out that whatthe lady
child psychologist didn't work, they thougJ1t was a gun actually turned
became desperate and locked her in out to be an upside down liquor
a dog cage the size of a 27inch tele- bottle under his shirt.
Special Circuit Judge Ronald M.
vision. The fITst reporting of this
Editor in Chief
abuse came as a result of her eleven Belt was accused ofsexual discrimiMichael T. Bauer
year old brother, the oldest out of the nation during a custody case. The
Page Edi tors
four children, walked two and a half parents Janice and Frederick DeLong
Mike
Edwards
and
News
blocks in the snow barefoot to the III had both engaged in extramarital
police station to get help. The judge affairs, but Janice's affairs were with
Katrina Milton
in this case, Circuit Judge Steven W. women. The judge awarded cusMaria DeGracia
Opinions
Weinke, said despite what the par- tody of their three children to
Kristin Geist
Features
ents did to the child, they deserved Frederick and ordered thatJ anice tell
Jeff Church, Lou
A&E
a little compassion because they did her children, who are ages nine,
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Al1letters and articles submitted to
Grizzly must be Signed by the author. In the
interest ofcontent integrity ,anonymous articles will notbe published. Opinions that appear
in articles are those of those authors, and not necessarily those of the student body or
administration. The Grizzlyreserves therighttoeditany submission for grammatical , legal,
and/or spatial purposes.

seven, and five, about her sexual
orientation. Janice DeLong appealed to the Supreme Court and
won her case; Judge Belt's decision was overturned and his ethics questioned. Frederick
DeLong had no comment but to
say that the judge did not discriminate against his ex-wife
when giving him custody of his
children instead of her.

City News
Mayor Rendell is fmally getting serious about Philadelphia's
homelessness problems. Many
of Rendell's associates have
been appalled at how long it has
taken him to act. City Councilman Angel Ortiz said, "What
makes you think that ifyou didn't
do it before, when you had the
power, you're going to do it afterward because you have new
legislation?" Rendell's vision
for Philadelphia as a destination
city is possible, but only after the
homelessness is dealt with. Visitors are tired ofbemg panhandled,
business owners are tired ofhaving their properties defaced with
urine and trash, and the city has
sent a wake up call that has finally been heard.
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·OPINIONS

Has America Sunk to the Level of Terrorists?
Like most Americans, I was
shocked and outraged by the recent
terrorist bombing attacks on U.S.
embassies in Africa. These attacks,
especially the one on the embassy in
Nairobi, killed and injured hundreds
ofinnocent people-many ofwhom
were innocent bystanders without
any affiliation to the embassy.
The heartless nature of this crime
and the fact that those responsible
might never be bought to justice
infuriated me; how could anyone
have such an utter disregard for
human life? These terrorists, without warning or direct provocation,
carried out an attack that violated
international law and the established
standards of international diplomacy.
While these attacks angered me
as a member ofhuman society, what
disturbed me even more as an
American, was President Clinton's
response to these terrorist attacks.
In order to "teach them a lesson" so

to speak, Clinton ordered the launch
of Tomahawk cruise missiles
against suspected terrorist sites in
Sudan and Afghanistan.
Most Americans reacted favorably to this decision by the President, asserting that we were "right"
or justified in our response. I think
that this is a very hypo~ritical stance
for the American public to take,
and I disagree totally with the
President's ill-conceived plan to
send a message to terrorists across
the globe.
Our actions were no better than
the acts ofthe terrorists themselves.
Again, we reacted with the typical
American attitude of an '~eye for an
eye," without stopping to see whom
we were really blinding. However,
and more importantly to me, we, as
typical Americans, did not stop to
consider weather it was right for us
to strike back, we just went ahead
and did it, not caring about the
consequences of our actions. There
was virtually no way to know if the
suspected terrorist sites that the
cruise missiles blew up were actu-

ally the sites of those that carried out
the embassy bombings.
The main thrust of the FBI investigation was in interviewing the hundreds of people who witnessed the
bombing and from their testimony,
trying to piece together what actually
happened. Physical evidence-such
as the vehicle that housed the bomb,
security camera tapes of the incident,
and bomb residue and fragmentswas just starting to be gathered when
the President ordered the strikes.
Without this physical evidence, there
was simply no way to be sure who
carried out the bombings.
Some people argue that the CIA
had intelligence information, and that
the investigation by the FBI was just
a front to keep the element of surprise with the United States, but I
think that notion is completely false.
Remember that this is the same CIA
who earlier in the summer told us
that India and Pakistan did not have
nuclear weapons and were certainly
not going to conduct nuclear missile
tests. If two relatively small countries can hide something as large as a

nuclear weapons program from the
CIA, how difficult would it be for a
small group of terrorists, using the
entire globe, to hide from the same
"intelligence" organization?
The United States builds itself up
as the great guardian of democracy,
due process and justice, but in acting with little or no information, we
have shown just how much we value
these ideals. The attacks were a violation of international law, and, if
perpetrated against more powerful
countries, could be grounds for declaring war.
But, the Sudan and Afghanistan
countries have loopholes that the
United States knew could provide a
way to proceed with the attacks with
little or no protest. (Sudan was trying to indite President Clinton in the
International Court of Justice for
unju§tly attacking their country, but,
to my knowledge, nothing has come
of that action.)
In my opinion, it seems as if the
terrorists have won. What they have
done is caused us to sacrifice one of
the most sacred of our democratic

ideals, equal justice under the
law, and essentially adopt terrorist tactics of our own. WeI'
take most of our freedoms for
granted, and seem to think that
rights apply to the opinion of the
majority, but we must keep in
mind that the Constitution exists to protect the rights of the
minority.
Even though those terrorists
perpetrated a horrible act and
should be brought to justice, they
should still be afforded the saIne
right to due process as an innocent nIan who has been wrongfully accused. If we continue to
act without cause or justification and with disregard for our
most fundamental political ideals, then the terrorists truly have
won. The bombs they set off
will not only destroy buildings
and people, but will destroy the
very fabric of our American democracy.

Academic Computing--Beneficial or Detrimental? '
their appointment and much time
was wasted if furniture had to be
the Grizzly
moved or if the student was not in
The general consensus on cam- hislher room when the men came.
pus from previous years concerning F or this reason, the students now
computing services has been feel- bring their PC units to the computings of frustration and impatience. ing services and they are able to
But this year changes have been have their computers ready the
made in the department and so far same day.
•
the process of coimecting personal
In addition, the configuration in
computers to the Internet seems to the memory of the computer has
be becoming easier.
changed. Previously, a certain adDue to new memory configura- dress was coded into the personal
tions, many upperclassmen are still computers and now each computer
facing problems getting connected, is assigned an individual address.
but Dr. John King, the new director
This doesn't cause a problem
of computing services, feels that for the freshman and the other stuthings will get better after changes dents who are using the Ursinus
are made to suit the new manner of server for the first time. However,
connecting personal computers to students who do not yet have an
the school's server.
individual address have to change
In the previous years, the stu- the configuration themselves and!
dents had to call and make an ap- or make appointments for the serpointment for the servicemen to vicemen to come to their rooms to
come to their rooms to get an change the information for them if
Ethernet card installed. People were they are unsuccessful.
anxious and frustrated because they
had to wait days and even weeks for Q: How do you feel about hook-

YJill Gonzale
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ing up your computer t<;> the Internet
through computing services this year?
"You get too much ofa runaround."
Brandy Kline, Sophomore Ursinus
Student
"I think it's cool but the system is
down way too much and it's inconvenient." Andrea Koontz, Sophomore Ursinus student
"I had to go back and forth to
Wismer because I had the wrong
wires but they fixed it all right." Jennifer Adams, Freshman Ursinus
student
"I'm still waiting for them to hook
me up. I called and they told me
'We'll get around to you when we
get around to you. '" Pete Nicholson,
Sophomore Ursinus student
"I did it myself. They were helpful
with some of the details. I used the
handout they gave." -Karen Srebro,
Sophomore Ursinus student
"They tried to load their vax program on top of my Errol's program
and my computer ran into sector errors when I had never had sector
problems before. I had to take my

computer to UCI in the mall to get a
totally new hard drive." Lithe
Missimer, Freshman Ursinus Student
"I think it's very expensive and a
hassle to carry my PC unit across
campus." Stephanie Sullivan, Junior Ursinus Student
Q: Do you think the process is better
or worse this year than last year and
why?
"Worse because I liked when they
cam~ to my room." Brandy Kline
"Better because we didn't have to
schedule appointments. We could
just do it on our own and not have to
worry about it." Andrea Koontz
"It's the same as last year. Last
year they took six weeks to get
around to you." Pete Nicholson
"It's much better because the guy
that is the head of the department
seems to know what he is doing."
Karen Srebro
"I think it's better this year because you're more informed about
the process and what you need to

do." Stephanie Sullivan
Dr. John King believes that
although things are still shaky at
this point in time, he hopes that
there will be fewer and fewer
problems each year. As for now
some students are still a little
anxious and frustrated, but Dr.
King feels that once these
changes are made there will be
only minor problems that can be
solved over the phone.

OPINIONS
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, How Efficient Will the New Mail System ,Be?
GrizZ~

I have to admit that not knowing my MSC number until I got
here was a little inconvenient and
a little annoying, but freshman
lamentations aside, a new issue
about student mail has peop Ie here
talking.
The situation involves the decision to reassign MSC numbers
to every student every year. Some
students are up in arms because
important documents-such as
letters from graduate schools and
bills-and other items will have
to be re-addressed every year. Not
only is this annoying to residents,
but it also increases the chance of
loosing student mail.
According to Stephanie
McNaulty in the Residence Life

office, the change was made for students are upset over the change
efficiency's sake and to expedite and has indicated that the Ursinus
the delivery process, relating that Student Government Association
the current organization of the (USGA) will address the issue next
numbers is confusing and slows year, helping to revise the situation.
down the delivery process.
One plan already being discussed to
Junior Mario Camaj disagrees, remedy the situation is to go along
relating that he doesn't think the with changing the box numbers next
student body appreciates being year, and then organizing them by
told that the change was made to class in the following year, with an
better serve the student, when in incoming class taking the boxes of
his opinion, it only made matters the previous year's graduated seniors.
worse. He's already experienced
It is important to also note that the
receiving bills a week late, limit- decision to change the system was not
ing the time in which e has to pay made solely by the administration,
them; and hinders students seek- students were a part of the committee
ing to establish a line of credit. that met last spring and recommended
Camaj took matters into his own the switch.
While this is not the most polarizhand and got his own PO box at
the local post office to ensure bet- ing of issues, there defmitely are difter delivery of dated materials and fering opinions and upset students.
Matt Nichols, freshman Ursinus Stuimportant correspondences.
McNaulty recognizes that some dent, who is annoyed at the prospect

ofhaving to give everyone he knows
a new address next year, dislikes the
change. However, others don't see
this as a major impediment to student happiness or success. Ben
Baehr, senior Ursinus student, feels
"It's really not that big of a deal.
The thing I was more upset about
was that I didn't know about the
change until the day I came back,
but the number change isn't really a
big deal itself'. Still others I talked
with had no opinion;·they just didn't
care.
So what happens ifgraduate schools,
other important people, or institutions mail something to someone' s
previous year's address? Well, according to the mail staff, if mail
should arrive with the wrong MSC
number on it, they will attempt to
simply match the name on the envelope with the current mailbox. If

worst comes to worst and for
some reason they are unable to
cross-reference the two, they will
send it back to the college post
office where the correct number
will be placed on the envelope
and the document sent along its
merry way.
At most, they say, this correction
process will result in a one-day
delay. And while this may not·
seem like a lengthy amount of
time, let us not forget that the new
system was designed to speed up
the mail process, not slow it down.
If in its practice, it actually further hinders the chance of students getting their mail and getting it promptly, then this is an
issue that will likely be further
examined in time to come.

(not in credit cards)
Introducing the New American
Express' Credit Card for Students.
Live for today_
Build for tomorrow.

The New American Express Credit
Card for Students is a resource you
can depend on. With benefits like big
airfare savings, free credit information,
and no annual fee, it'll help you get the
most from you r student years - and
help you build a solid financial
foundation for the future.
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FEATURES
Poets in Our Midst

"Women are making poetry hot
19ain," read the title of the Glam)UT Magazine article that included
)octor Jena Osman. Not only did
;he appear in Glamour Magazine,
;he also published many writings
md recently won a prestigious
iward from Barnard College in New

VOIk.
"I was sent an e-mail from
Heather Peeler, the director ofSmall
Press Distribution and she wanted
to recognize me in Glamour Magazine," said Osman. The article,
which appeared in September's
issue, named five new female poets. Along with this honor Osman
also recently won The Barnard
College New Women's Poet Prize
for a book manuscript. Becan
Press will publish the book in April.
Osman will then also have the
opportunity to give a reading with
the judge at Barnard College in
New York City.
Osman has had many publications ranging from Books of Poetry, anthologized Writings, po-

etry in journals, and numerous essays. "I think that it' s great that a
mass market publication would do
an article on contemporary poetry,"
said Osman, "I'd love it if there were
as many articles on poetry as there
were about makeup and hair in magazines like that."
Osman wentto Oberlin College in
Ohio and then received her Masters
of Fine Arts and Creative Writing at
Brown University. She then earned
her Ph.D at The State University of
New York in Buffalo and from there
joined the Ursinus College's English
department where she had taught
English Composition, Play Writing,
and most appropriately, Poetry for
the past two years. Sophomore poetry student, Jill Gonzalez, commented, "Her class is inspiring because she has shown us how to
express our ideas through different
perspectives in poetry."
Osman hopes to show her students that they can experiment with
language and have a lot of fun with
it. "There's this idea we sometimes
have that poems should be very
elegant and profound- but poetry
can ~e really messy and lively too,"
she continued.

Photo by Ed Nyman

Anna Dyess, Lisa Ray and Ursinus College are "So Happy Together"

RLO=One Big Happy

Family

Photo by Ed Nyman

Dr. Jena Osman: The Barnard College
New Women's Poet Prize Winner

SFlY the word authority and some
people cringe at their imagination. To
them authority is the person or group
of people who can yell at them when
they mess up or forget to do something. Here at Ursinus, authority has
anew meaning. Not only does it mean
cooperation and unity, but it also has
the essence of family attached to it.
The new Resident Directors (RDs)
Anna Dyess and Lisa Ray have certainly made an impression on the
Resident Assistants (RAs) as a whole.
Not only have Dyess and Ray been
welcomed with open arms, they also
have entered the Ursinus family with
enthusiasm and a respect for their
peers. The overall impression ofthe
RDs is that they have found their
niche and hope to stay supportive
and a positive influence on the RA
staff.

Beth Baran, an RA in Beardwood,
Paisley, and Stauffer, says, "I love
them! They both are very greatpeople
and they are really supportive. I get
the feeling that if I had a problem I
could talk to them easily and receive
very good advice." Baran Believes
that the RDs intend to work with the
RAs instead of over them or against
them.
Melissa Barbar, an RA in
Beardwood, Paisley, and Stauffer
roared out in laughter after the mention of the two RDs. "They're awesome," says B arb ar . "They are great
and down to earth. They're also
willing to be a part of the Ursinus
family. Anna and Lisa are always
willing to help.
"Despite their newness to the situation, they have adjusted very well.
The RA staff this year is great and
Anna and Lisa make it one big happy
family," explains Barbar.

Corrections From the Editor
Last weeks issue of the Grizzly
featured an article that gave
credit to the incorrect author.
Stephanie Duncan was suppose
to get credit for an article.
Sorry about this mistake it
will never happen again.

Thank You.
Kristin Geist
Features Editor
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"The Man from La Mancha has Gone Home."
Throughout his career, Dr.
Espadas was recognized as an exceptional educator and
' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' scholar. He was named vice president of the Middle Atlantic CounIt was an unoffIcial Ursinus cil on Latin American Studies
institution - Dr. Juan and "the (MACLAS), served on the editosmoke break."
rial board of professional journals
"Whenever he was outside and received numerous grants.
smoking on the front steps of 0 lin, He was also known among peers
there was always a group
for his love of Spain and Spanish
of people around him, talking and culture, a' passion which he
laughing," senior Fran Cunniffe tried to pass on to his students by
said. "He was one of those really encouraging cultural learning and
special teachers who just don't the study abroad program.
care about keeping a professional
"He was instrumental in helpdistance from their students. ing me get to go to Sevilla this past
That's part of what made him so spring for Semester in
loved and well respected."
Sevilla. He told me to have fun, and
Dr. Juan Espadas, professor of not to worry about my classes,
Spanish at Ursinus for 26 years,
died suddenly last month
while visiting relatives inhis hometown ofCiudad Real, Spain. For
most of the Ursinus community,
Dr. Espadas will be remembered
for the gravelly voice and booming laugh that at times could be
heard all over campus. But the
students who knew him best say
his impact on
them went much further.
"It was obvious how much he
cared about his students," said
Carrie Haslbeck, a senior
who, like Cunniffe, was one ofDr.
Espadas' research advisees.
"Working with him made us want
to do well, not just for the grades,
but also because we didn't want
to let him down. In that way, he
was like a grandfather to me."
Dr. Espadas was born in 1943
and emigrated to the United States
in 1966. Before arriving in America
he taught elementary and secondary school in Madrid and Ciudad
Real. Dr. EspadasearnedhisB.A.
and M.A. in Spanish at the University of Illinois and his Ph.D. in
Romance Philology at the University of Pennsylvania. He joined
the Ursinus faculty in 1972.
In a letter to faculty, President
John Strassburger wrote, "His profound commitment to the
college and to liberal education
has made Ursinus, and all of us,
better for his presence."
Dr. Espadas' students also said
they believed he was unique as a
professor. "He was supposed to
have been my honors research
advisor this semester," Cunniffe
said. "I chose him because he's
so amazingly intelligent and at the
same time so easy to talk to."

that I would do great," senior'
Spanish and Communications major
John Shoen said.
Dr. Espadas encouraged other kinds
ofnon-classroom learning as well. He
frequently pushed students to join
clubs and play sports and regularly
attended Wednesday night Spanish
table and Spanish club "Cinco de
Mayo" parties.
"Perhaps my most fondme!ll0rywas
my fIrst visit to Spanish table, where
Dr. Espadas
threw mashed potatoes at me," Shoen
said. "I think he could tell I was nervous' and after that day, I talked to him
every day as he took a smoke break
outside of Olin."
Like Shoen, many of Dr. Espadas'
students say what will stand out most

in their memories was his
personality outside the classroom.
They say they will always think of
him as a caring man, laughing with
them, talking sports with them, telling stories and spending time with
students.
"He was very approachable with
students - was always in a good
mood.," senior Kate Romano said.
"He told great stories while we took
our smoke breaks. I still look for him
when I am passing by Olin."
Funeral services for Dr. Espadas
were held on August 7 in Ciudad
Real, but there will be a
campus memorial service in his honor .
on Sunday, Oct. 4, at 3 p.m. in
Bomberger A~ditorium.
"Everybody loved Dr. Juan,"

Memorial for Dr. Juan Espadas can be found in Wismer Lower Lounge

Haslbeck said. " He was a truly great
human being, and I feel
very lucky to have known him. I only
wish he could have stayed with us a
while longer."
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Addition Made to the History Department
Dr. Daniel Aldridge III is the
newest member ofthe Ursinus College history department. Being
the new kid on the block elicits
both trepidation from the student
body and high expectations from
respective departinents
As far as History Department
Chair, Hugh Clark, is concerned
Dr. Aldridge is here to stay and his
arrival comes with high expectations and a bright future at Ursinus,
"The history department is really
pleased that we could fmd someone oman's quality. He will bring
new dimensions to the department," explains Clark.
Dr. Aldridge's appointment is a
changing of the guards of a sort,
for the History department, with
the regrettable retirement of Dr.
Visser. Dr. Visser will leave Ursinus
this year after many years on the
Ursinus faculty. Dr. Clark expresses the sentiments of the
whole department with the leave
of Visser and the entrance of
Aldridge saying, "Dr. Aldridge is
not replacing Professor Visser, he
is coming in ata time omr. Vissor' s
retirement. Dr. Vissorwill be sorely
missed by the entire history department. We view Dr. V iss or' s
retirement with regret, it was a difficult decision to see him go."

Dorothy Danforth Compton Fellowship for Minority Group Students
of WorId Affairs and a research
fellowship from the Franklin and
Eleanor Roosevelt Institute.

Dr. Aldrige seems to be as happy
with Ursinus as the Ursinus faculty
is with his appointment. After interviews with the University of Connecticut, Georgia State and many

school and the students seem to
be bright like students at Emory
except not as privileged, all the
faculty is very nice."

other top universities, Aldridge says
that Ursinus, its student body and
its faculty were the cream of the crop,
"Ursinus is probably the best school
that I interviewed with. It's a private
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wealth and diversity of past experience that will benefit not only the
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at Lou's

Simon Says Bring Some Tissues
y Lou Nempho

A&E editor
Simon Birdz: I pose a simple and
direct question; does size matter?
Depending on what I'm referring
to there can be a number of answers, but let me be more specific,
does the size of a human being
matter? No, get your mind out of
the gutter, the length and girth of a
person. Yikes! This is tough to
clarify.
Ian Michael Smith stars as Simon
Birch, a misunderstood 12-yearold dwarf growing up in the.town
of Gravestown Maine, a place
where apparently size does matter.
His parents ignore him and refer to
him as a "peculiar disappointment. " I think his mother should
worship the ground he walks on
due to the fact that her entire labor
consisted of a sneeze.
Most of the children are extremely cruel, but hey, kids will be
kids. They call Simon "munchkin,"
"Thumbelina," and "the Hobbit"
just to name a few. Then there's
Joe (Joseph Mazzello), Simon's
best friend. He looks past Simon's
shortcomings to see the bigger picture. Simon is a great friend and
Joe can relate to Simon in feeling
like an outcast because he's a bastard child. His mother (the radiant
and oh so lovely Ashley Judd) refuses to reveal his father's identity.
She meets with an unfortunate accident (a very shoddy plot device)
and the secret look as though it
will never be divulged.
They do normal kid stuff like
play baseball, swim at the lake and

Rounders Doesn't Quite Cut It

~ talk about girls. Simon knows that

his size hinders his chances with
the ladies. When Joe tells him that
one of their classmates thinks he's
cute, Simon wisely replies, "She
thinks I'm cute like a baby turtle.
Girls don't kiss baby turtles."
Even the adults of Gravestown
treat Simon with contempt. Reverend Russell and Sunday school
teacher Ms. Leavey tear into Simon
referring to him as a "screw up" and
not "not a normal person" after
Simon wants to know what "coffee
and donuts have to do with God."
Simon believes that he's an instrument Q.fGod and that "things will be
different once God ~akes me a
hero." His faith is unparalleled and
you fmd yourselfhoping Simon will
fmd his calling.
Simon Birch is the perfect example of how motion pictures ar~ a
manipulative form of mass medIa.
It attempts and succeeds at accomplishing one thing. It makes you
cry.
Simon Birch isn't a great movie,
and I'll will go as far as to say that's
it's not even a good one because it's
tone is too inconsistent (it fluctuates from deadly serious to satire)
and its characters and circumstances
are exaggerated to disbelief.
Writer/Director Mark Stephen
Johnson (He scripted the Grumpy
Old Men movies) has a knack at
tugging' on your heartstrings and
never letting go. His ability to make
you care and feel is why Simon
Birch is worth seeing.
RATING: (out of 4 stars) **1/2

Best and Worst Films of
Summer '98

MOVIE REVIEWS

All right, it has been done before:
identity crisis, Russian mob, a debt
that has to be paid on time. However, despite its triteness, Rounders
gives us a good two hours of entertainment.
Its allure comes from its intelligence. Rounders screenwriters
David Levien and Brian Koppelman
have obviously done their poker
homework- the basic terminology
("call," "high society," "the apple"),
the catch phrases (my personal favorite- "alligator blood" - applied to
a player who can hold out for a
lengthy amount of time), and finally the synthesis of the above for
poignant lines such as, "If you can't
spot the sucker in your first half
hour at the table, you are the
sucker."
The interesting moral that tends
to develop out of this barrage of
poker playing is the cheerful, nonchalant acceptance of compulsive
gamb·ling. The P!otagonist, Mike
McDermott (Matt Damon), loses
his tuition money early irI the film
due to an arrogant move in a game.
Instead of givirIg up card-playirIg,
McDermott, after a short hiatus from
the game, jumps right back in, "finally feeling alive."
Also helping out McDermott's
poker habit is his best friend Worm
(Ed Norton), who had been in jail
for a few years due to Worm's habit
of cheating. The one problem isthe irresponsible Worm left behind

$15,000 in debt, so McDermott, in
order to save his friend, must agree
to pay Worm's debt for him.
Rounders gives us some wonderful sequences of card playing, but it
also gives us some awful, long spaces
of dialogue that often do not make
sense. McDermott's law professor
Petrovsky (Martin Landau), whom
McDermott befriended at a card
table, spouts out a painfully trite
tale to McDermott to help him solve
his identity crisis: Petrovsky went
agairIst his family tradition of becoming a rabbi, because he didn't
"feel" it irIside him. This story,
however, is far removed from
McDermott's crisis. Petrovsky gave
up beirIg a rabbi irIstead becoming
a law professor. McDermott, as a
result of these "stirring" words,
drops out oflaw school and engages
agairI in card-playirIg.
The fIlm just seems to try too
hard. At points, director John Dahl
tries unsuccessfully for a fIlm noir,
melancholy look to the movie. He
throws darkness over McDermott
when irI times of trouble, and he
contrasts the dark, illegal gamblirIg
spots with the brightness of Atlantic City's Taj Mahal.
As I said before, it has been done
before, many times before. What
has not been done before, however,
is McDermott's invigorated call to
gambling after winning back his
losses in an all-too predictable game.
Where other films cast compulsive
gambling in a negative light, Rounders endorses it.
RATING: (out of 4 stars) **1/2

The Freshman weren It the only thing new to the campus this semester
Photo

N·ame the Statue Contest
The Grizzly is looking for names for the two
lifelike statues on the Ursinus campus. And let me
be the first to tell you, that the prizes this year are
smokin'. So here's what you do: Name the statue
and if your name's the best, you'll be the envy of the
campus with your new???? (It wouldn't?e an~ fun
if we told you the prize this early) Subnut en~es
on a 3x5 notecard with your name and extenSIon to
the Grizzly story box, located on the second floor of
Bomberger. Or, email the editor-in-chiefMr.
Michael T. Bauer (mibauer). Don't delay-·you may
betheonetoNAMETHATSTATUE!!!!!!!!

Ed Nyman

Jeffs Picks:
Best
• 1. Saving Private Ryan

2. The Truman Show
3. Bulworth
4. There'sSomethingAboutMary
'Worst

1. Disturbing Behavior
2. The Avengers
3. Godzilla
4. Armageddon
Lou's Picks:
Best:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Mulan
The Truman Show
Saving Private Ryan
Next Stop Wonderland

Worst:

1. Halloween H20
2. Disturbing Behavior
3. 54

4. The Avengers

Statues Breathe
Life Into Ursinus
It has happened to everyone at
least once. Walking along campus one late evening or driving
irIto school, something catches
the eye. An old woman is sewing.
She seems so focused, staring irItently at her needle and thread as
she sits on a bench with a letter at
her side and her bag on the grass.
Or perhaps strolling past the
Berman Museum one has noticed
two «greasers" approaching a studious female who pays attention
only to the book in her lap.
Do not be frightened by their
unmoving yet amazingly lifelike
appearance. These silent greeters which will soon be relocated
to ;he new Phaler-Thomas Plaza,
are works ofart by Seward Johnson
Jr. Born irI 1930, and still very
much alive, Mr. Johnson's sculptures are the latest edition to
Ursinus' campus artwork. These
sculptures, titled "the Reader I"
and "Getting Involved VIII", are
two of Johnson's formidable collection of everyday-people-as-art.
His work now dots college campuses and art exhibits around the
world. Mr. Johnson works with
students and assistants to create
these sculptures, with remarkable
focus to detail. Even a casual
observer can read the facial expressions and almost hear their
conversations.
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Elyssa Rundle: The Spirit of the Paint
BIG BIG BAND At UC

~'i@lih:m"i!!@
~
C
A&E Editor
=:J
On Thursday, Sept. 17, seventeen acclaimed jazz performers hailing from New York and
Philadelphia will perform under
the direction of Dr. Norman
David, Assistant Professor of
Music, in Bomberger Auditorium. An open rehearsal will
take place at 3:30 p.m., and the
performance will begin at 8 p.m.
Several performers are regular members of the Vanguard
Jazz Orchestra, which is considered by David to be "the world's
most famous jazz club." The
pieces will include five ofDavid 's
original works and a divers~ selection of many famous arrangers, including an arrangement
by Bill Holman.
David, who will also be playing alto sax, explained that it was
a lot of work to put together, but
he is very excited. He said, "It
represents what is happening at
the top of the jazz world today."

was quoted as saying; "My work
changes frequently. For years I
On August 4, the Philip and worked with surface, splitting
Muriel Berman Museum of Art planes in two-dimensional space,
opened the exhibit "Elyssa Rundle: learning, trying, changing. There
The Spirit of the Paint," which will was always and still is something I
run through October 4, in the main have to say."
Rundle had something to say
gallery. The exhibit contains 50
when
she painted over 50 portraits
works dating from 1976 to 1994.
Rundle, a Philadelphia native, en- of AIDS victims from 1990 to 1992.
tered Moore College of Art and The portraits were painted in conDesign at age 37. In 1975 she junction with the Gay Men's Health
graduated with a bachelor of fine Crisis and provided an expressive
arts. By the time of her death in way for families and friends to re1994, Rundle had completed more member their loved ones.
The exh~bit has been funded by
than 2,000 paintings.
Rundle's sty Ie is abstract and uses the Judith Rothschild Foundation.
many bold colors and rich textures. Before her death at age 71 in 1993,
Her pieces are generally large in Rothschild wrote in her will that
scale; many of them are up to 40 feet she wanted her estate to be used to
wide. In the New York Times, establish a foundation devoted to
January 24, 1986, art critic John gaining recognition for artists who
Russell stated that, "as a colorist, did not become ~ell known during
she takes big risks, not shrinking their lifetime.
A public reception for the exhibieven from purple, the great deceiver,
in combinations that ought to be tion will be held on Sunday, Sept.
catastrophic but somehow aren't." 27, from 3 to 5 p.m. All students are
In a catalog for one of her one- welcome to attend. The museum is
woman shows which highlighted open Tuesday through Friday from
her work from 1983 to 1985 and 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. and from noon to
was exhibited in the Armstrong 4:30 p.m. on Saturday and Sunday.
Gallery in New York City. Rundle

What's on tap at Ursinus
September 15-22:

Tuesday, Septennber 22:
Thursday, Septennber 17:
starts the "Spotlight:
"Big Band Special"
Michael
Hale" in the Berman
VVednesday,SepteDlber
located in Bomberger
16: Freshmen elections at
Auditorium at 8:00 p.m. Dr. Museum of Art. Hale is a
Collegeville resident, and he
lunch and dinner in the
Norman David, assistant
features the use of structure
lobby of Wismer Center.
professor of music will
conduct the ensemble, which . and color. Exhibit will run
VVednesday,Septennber
includes several members of through November 8, and
16: "Meeting of the
the internationallY., acclaimed there will be an opening
reception Thursday, SeptemMinds" USGA sponsors a Vanguard Jazz Orchestra
ber 24 from 6-8 p.m.
question and answer
and other local professiondiscussion during common als.
and don't forget:
hour 12-1 p.m. in Wismer
Saturday, Septennber 26:
Lower Lounge, pertaining
Sunday, Septennber 20:
Family Day, which-will
to "eating and living" on
At 4 p.m. in Bomberger
include a faculty breakfast,
campus
Auditorium, the Heefner
student presentations, a
Organ Recital by Richard
country fair lunch, activities
Th ursday, Septennber 17: Morris, who has studied
for the kids, and a student
Leader's Luncheon located with Virgil Fox, Nadia
art show. It's gonna be
in Wismer Parent's Lounge Boulanger, and Jean and
dynamite!
Robert Casadesus ..
from 11 :45 to ,I p.m.

~

Untitled, c. 1992
Acrylic on canvas
Elyssa Rundle
(1934-1994)

Boreel? Thirsty? Need ~
C~(feine fix? Come to the. -...

~"V" T~tty(tf!

:00-11:00
..

Tues, Wed, Thurs
Wednesdqy Litetqty Society @ 8:30
Come to reqq poetry or prose, or just
come to listen qnq qrink Coffee

SPORTS

The Big Fella's Forum

Congratulations Mark McGwire.
You deserve some credit. The emphasis is on the word "some." Not
too much. Just some. McGwire
hitting his 62nd homerun of the
1998 season is quite an accomplishment and the record will pro bably last for a while - or at least into
the next decade. Big Mac should
also send a thank-you note to both
Mike "Meatball" Morgan and Steve
"To The History Books" Trachsel,
the guys who served up the 61 st
and 62nd gopher balls last week
(not-so), respectively.
Despite all of this hoopla, I have
to point out a few things about
McGwire's great but not-so-great
record. Sure his homeruns are traveling further than a flight from Philly
to Boston. Sure he's doing it against
specialized pitchers - Major League
Baseball's term, not mine. Sure he
did it in fewer games than both

Roger Maris and Babe Ruth. But because this record was most defithere's much more to it than that.
nitely made to be broken. McGwire
This season was the best oppor- better savor the moment because
tunity for McGwire to tearitup. There it'll be gone quicker than a mad rush
are two hideous expansion teams in for the Dela ware Power Ball Lottery
Arizona and Tampa Bay. There are tickets. Expansion's coming back
should-be expansion teams in again and I'm sure the bio-gurus that
Florida, Detroit, Pittsburgh and Min- mess with genetics and drugs will
nesota. I'm convinced that half of come up with something better than
their pitching staffs are made up of Creatine in the next few years.
winners of a "Who's Got A Lucky
Whatever the case, the thing I'm
Seat Location" Contest. There are most impressed with is how Big Mac
pitchers in the major leagues that handled everything - with a classic
shouldn't be allowed to buy a ticket professionalism that pro sports ofto the game - much less pitch in it. ten lacks. I do, however, believe that
There are even drugs avait"able for McGwire shouldn't have had that
players that virtually guarantee a jazzed-up press conference sitting
better body for hitting balls harder next to Sammy Sosa. It was bad
and farther. Of course, there are enough that Sosa could barely speak
illegal ones too - but we won' t dis- English (his Dominican accent was
cuss that now. Who knows? Maybe tough) but then to have him take time
the Big Mac attack would still have away from Big Mac was inane to say
broken the record anyway - but it the least. It served about as much
would've been nice to see him do it purpose as a hood ornament on a
before all ofthe M~B expansion and 1978 Oldsmobile. I'm sure it made
muscle enhancers.
Commish "Proud to Be Your" Bud
It probab ly doesn't matter though Selig happy though.

Just for fun, take what another
legend has done in his shoes. Ricky
Henderson, McGwire' s fonnerteammate (who obviously learned nothing from Big Mac), broke Lou Brock' s
career record for steals a few years
back and illustrated what NOT to do
when accepting what should have
been a proud moment. Ricky "the
Rude" decided to proclaim himself
the best in the world rather than go
forthePG-13humbleapproach. Even
though he broke the record, the one
thing he never would be confused
with was the best in the world at
anything. The worst part about it
was that Brock was there to witness
it flISt hand. Think about what you
would have said if you were Brock.
I bet there would be a few expletives
in that comment - or at least in the
thought.
Back to McGwire, it was a beautiful thing to see the Cardinals bring
the Maris family to witness the historic feat. It was nicer to see that they
brought Big Mac's son (Little Mac?)

in and gave him a few good excuses
for some absences from school.
But McGwire' s actions during the
feat were what could restore baseball from our National Past-Its Tirne
back to our National Pastime.
McGwire circled the basepath,
almost missing a few in the process, and saluted Roger Maris by
pointing to the sky. I'm sure it was
a bit too classy and humble for
Ricky Henderson's liking, but it
made for a great Hollywood (and
Disney) ending. Even Slammin'
Sammy Sosa was invited to the
CongratulatIOns Party in the
Cardinal's dugout. Sure this milestone was only one in a line of
many, but pro sports needs historic events to be more like this one
- good competitors with meaningful sportsmanship. Forget about
Latrell Sprewell, Pete Rose, and all
of the Dallas Cowboys, we should
focus more on role models and
heroes in sports - which Mark
McGwire truly qualifies for both.

New Addition To Ursinus Training Staff
Recently, Ursinus College has
gained an array of new faculty
members and among the group is
Kathy Wright; a well experienced
athletic trainer and administrator.
Wright, who seems to have a
genuine love for athletics, attended
West Chester University for her
undergraduate studies where she
was a member of four sports teams
including volleyball, softball, tennis, and badminton. However, it
was long before her college years
that Wright decided she wanted to
someday become an athletic trainer.
Wright explained that in her high
school only the football team was
privileged enough to have a trainer
but she thought, "Every team
should be getting the specialized
care and attention that the football
team was getting." From then on,
driven by a little spark of curiosity
and her desire to help and educate
athletes, Wright was on her way to
a career in athletic training, but
little did she know of the success
that her future held.
Coming to Ursinus now as the

Assistant Athletic Trainer, Wright
has her Master's degree, two years
of athletic training experience at
University of Pennsylvania and
seven years of experience at
Immaculada College under her belt.
In addition, Wright was the trainer
for the United States Women's lacrosse Team. "Weare very fortunate to have her here at Ursinus ... ,"
says Pam Chlad, Head Athletic
Trainer at Ursinus, "she has a lot of
experience, wants to be here and
really enjoys athletics overall."
Not only will she be filling the
role of Assistant Athletic Trainer,
but she will also be teaching Introduction to Sports Injuries, an Exercise Sports Science (ESS) class
during the Spring semester. She is
also involved with the preparation
for an approved athletic training
program at Ursinus. Although
Wright has worked on all levels
from middle school to the elite level,
she could very well see herself staying at the college level. "I really
appreciate touching the lives (of
college students) before they go
on to do other things afterwards,"
she said proudly. 'She went on to
express her happiness about now
being at Ursinus College by say-

ing, "I love it! Ursinus was on my
list of five schools and I wound up
choosing it. I am very happy to be
having the Ursinus College experience."
As far as her relationship with
the student trainers goes, Pam
Chlad feels that Kathy has been
doing a great job, not only helping
them to organize their hours but
also by giving them in-service trainmg.
The response of the student athletes, those whose health and well
being are in her hands, has been a
positive one as well. "She has a
great personality and has instantly
fit in at Ursinus," says Chlad "She
spends a lot of time with the athletes and they seem to respect her."
Apparently this overwhelmingly
pleasant response to Wright is not
quite a coincidence, since when
asked what her favorite part of the
job is, she said "The repartee between athlete and trainer... I can
provide for them what they would
not have otherwise. They need to
know what is best for them."
With her vast background in athletic training, exercise sports science (ESS), and physical education
along with her love of helping and

teaching student athletes, Kathy
Wright will prove to be a great
addition to the Ursinus community.

Kathy Wright, new assistant athletic trainer at Ursinus
Photo by Ed Nyman
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MEN'S SOCCER PLAGUED

By

Football Back On Track

INGURIES

It was a tough week for the
men 's soccer team as they
dropped two out of three games
to bring their record to 2-4. On
Wednesday, West Chester defeated the Bears 4-0 in a nonconference match. Senior fullback Jay Wilkes said, "We
weren't running the ball well."
Freshman forward Stephen
Wilkes added, "We got some
chances and should have fmished on a couple of opportunities but we just couldn't get the
momentum going."
Then, in the Wesley Tournament, the Bears won their flIst
game against Marymount College 2-1. Ursinus was trailing
Marymountgoing into the second half until Stephen Wilkes
took a comer kick that was
headed in by freshman

midfielder Mark Drinker. Regulation play ended and It was not
until the second I S-minute overtime that U rsinus scored again.
Drinker returned the favor as he
crossed the ball and Wilkes tapped
it in the goal to win the game.
On Sunday, Ursinus lost a hardf ought battle 2- 1 against host
Wesley College. Mike Traud,
named to the All-T ournament
team, scored the only goal for
Ursinus off an assist by Wilkes.
Injuries on the team forced the
coach to shift players into different
positions. "We're dealing with a
lot of injuries right now," commented Stephen Wilkes. "Positions were switching and people
weren't playing in their normal
spots." Even this past weekend
more injuries occurred. Senior
goalkeeper Paul Norris suffered a
knee injury when he collided with
a Marymount player and gave him
a concussion. Hopefully, the team
will be rested for their game against
Widener on Wednesday.

The Ursinus Football team
pIcked up its flIst win of the year
in their home opener with a 1913 over the Flying Dutchmen of
Lebanon Valley. In front of an
animated crowd of 1,900, the
Bears used a big fourth quarter
rally and some key individual
plays to survive.
Ursinus ' offense dominated
the flISt quarter. Sophomore
quarterback Frank Vecchio
mixed things up on offense by
completing passes and scrambling for flISt downs on several
broken plays. The tandem of Joe
Conte and Joe Nangle headed
the ground attack, while the offensive line gave Vecchio all the
time he needed throughout the
game. Ursinus completed a gutty
fourth down conversion at their
own 40 yard-line that was fmal-

The women's soccer team
once again shut out an opponent, this time it was Washington College 6-0 on Saturday in a
non-conference match-up. This
improves the Bears to 3-1 on the
SeasOll. Senior co-captain Dede
Boies scored yet another hat
trick, her second in two weeks.
This also marks sophomore goalkeeper Tracey Domena' s third
shutout of the season as she
blocked five shots. Others to
fmd the net in the game were
freshman Liz Millinghausen,
senior Ali Yeager, and senior
co-captain Jen Mahoney.
Boies commented, "Our offense has really started to come
together. We are able to move .

the ball up the field quicker and
make better passes."
"The team has come out strong,
despite all of our injuries in preseason. I feel this could be a
successful season," added
Mahoney.
In Centennial Conference news,
Boise was named to the CC honor
roll. She scored the flISt hat trick
in school history to lead the Bears
to a season-opening win over
Alvemia,7-0. She later added a
goal in the win over Chowan,
then poste9 another hat trick in
the win against Washington on
Saturday.
The Bears are on the road this
week as they take on Swarthmore,
Johns Hopkins, and Goucher.
They will return home on Family
Day, September 26th, to take on
Dickinson.

UC CROSS COUNTRY

The Ursinus men's cross country team placed 14th at the Leba-

non Valley Invitational on Saturday, September 12th. Senior Dan
Tavares placed 17th to set the

pace for the men.
Meanwhile, the women's cross
country team placed 20th. Erika
Heil finished in 63rd place to lead
the women.
The cross country teams are on
idle until Saturday, September
26th at the Messiah College Invitational.

touchdown.
In the fourth quarter with
Ursinus up 12- 10, they needed a
good offensive sequence to put
the game away. Craig MessIck
was the catalyst this time as he
orchestrated a 70-yard drive endmg with his own 3-yard rushing
TD to put the Bears up 19-1 0. A
field goal in the fmal seconds by
Lebanon Valley made it a 19- 13
final.
Steady play from the offensive
line and big plays at the right
time proved too much for Leba"We
non Valley to handle.
played with a lot of heart and
resilience," said senior defensive
end Andy Bauer regarding the
fourth quarter comeback. "The
team will use this win as a springboard for next week." It was a
must needed win that put Ursinus
in a good position entering Centennial Conference action next
weeks with rival Franklin and
Marshall.

..

WOMEN'S SOCCER SHUTS OUT
WASHINGTON

ized with a 7-yard TD pass from
Vecchio to Joe Mauro. Defensive standout Pete Hinckle mtercepted a potential TD pass
late in the first quarter and
brought it back 26 yards.
Although Ursinus owned
Lebanon Valley for 27 out of30
minutes in the first half, it was
the last three that counted. The
defense had a hard time conta inin g Le bano n V a lley's
scrappy QB, as he scrambled
and passed his way for 70 yards
in only five plays to put his team
up 7-6 at halftime.
Defense was the name of the
game in the third quarter, as
each side had a hard time of
moving the football. The only
score came on a field goal as a
result of an Ursinus fumble . At
the start of the fourth, Hinckle
made another outstanding play
when he blocked a punt in the
end zone and teammate Chris
Lieberman recovered it for the

HINKLE NAMED PLAYER

The free safety of the Ursinus
College football team, senior
Peter Hinckle has been named
the Eastern College Athletic
Conference (ECAC) Division
III South Defensive Player of
the Week.

OF THE W

Hinckle led the Bears with 10
tackles, including five unassisted
during their 19-13 win on Saturday over Lebanon Valley <:::01lege. Hinckle, who led the NCAA
DiviSIOn III in interceptions in
1996, also intercepted a firstquarter pass in the end zone and
returned it 26 yards haulting a
L VC scoring threat. Hinckle
turned the tide of the game in the
fourth quarter when he blocked a

FIELD HOCKEY DROPS

The Ursinus Field Hockey
team lost two in overtime this
week. On Wednesday LaSalle
came out on top 2 -1 , and
Lafayette 1-0 on Saturday. This
drops the Bears to 0-3 on the
season.
Sophomore Heidi Rhodes
scored the lone goal against
LaSalle and commented, "We
started out slow, but then we

EEK

punt at the Lebanon Valley 27
and forced the ball Into the end
zone where it was recovered for a
touchdown by sophomore teammate Chris Lieberman. That score
put Ursinus on top, 12-10, with
just over 13 :00 to play. This honor
is added to the list of Hinckle's
additional accomplishments including being named to the First
Team All-ECAC team in 1996
and 1997.

Two CLOSE ONES

managed to dominate the rest of
the second half of the game and
put more pressure on LaSalle."
Then on Saturday, Lafayette
topped Ursinus in a Patriot
League match-up 1-0 in double
overtime. Lafayette outshot the
Bears 23-7, while senior co-captain Liz Ashworth played strong
in goal while s~ving 16 shots.
UC had many quality opportunities including a near miss in
the last few seconds of regulation. Coach Vonnie Gros had a
positive outlook after the game.

She noted, "The depth of the squad
(20 players seeing quality time) is
a major factor in our improvement. " Senior co-captain Jillian
Grau said, "We played more as a
team against Lafayette. We are
working on better passmg and
stronger execution on the fie ld.
Our goal is to be a strong competitor in the Patriot League."
The Field Hockey team hopes
to improve its record as they face
games on the road this week
against Lehigh and Drexel.
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UC VOLLEYBALL IMPROVES

WEEK 3 NFL PICKS
BY KYLE AND
BRIAN GOLDWATER

Brian's Picks

Kyle's Picks
(10-4)

Last Weeks's Results

(8-6)

Indianapolis vs. NY Jets
Pittsburgh vs. Miami
Tennessee vs. New England
San Diego vs. Kansas City
Green Bay vs . Cincinnati
Detroit vs . Minnesota
St. Louis vs. Buffalo
Washington vs. Seattle
Chicago vs . Tampa Bay
Baltimore vs. Jacksonville
Denver vs. Oakland
Philadelphia vs. Arizona

NY Jets
Pittsburgh
New England
San Diego
Cincinnati
Detroit
St. Louis
Washington
Tampa Bay
Jacksonville
Denver
Arizona

Sunday, September 20th
NY Jets
Miami
New England
Kansas City
Green Bay
Minnesota
Buffalo
Seattle
Chicago
Jacksonville
Denver
Philadelphia

Monday, September 21st
NY Giants

Dallas vs. NY Giants

NY Giants

•

The Ursinus Women's Volleyball team continues to excel,
already surpassing last year~s 620 overall record within their
first two weeks of seasonal play.
With wins over Washington (30) on Tuesday, September 8 and
Immaculata (3-0) on Thursday,
September 10, the Lady Grizzlies stand with an overall record
of seven wins, one loss.
Ursinus defeated conference
rival Washington in three
straight games of 15-7, 1~-3 ,
and 15-9. Leading the way for
the Bears with seven kills was
sophomore Nikki DiMascio, followed closely by junior Colleen
Reasor and freshman Nicole
Debus with six apiece.
Other Grizzlies making significant contributions to the win
were junior Erin Golembewski
with ten digs and freshman
Rebecca Chilcoat with nine
points.
Assistant Coach Phil Landis
(Ursinus '97) commented, "The
team as a whole played very

Notes:

TO

7-1

well. Good defense was the key
factor. We had strong blocking
on the net and aggressive net
play that we haven't had in the
past."
The Bears continued their
winning streak on Thursday,
pOWlding opponent Immaculata
with scores of 15-8, 15-0, and
16-14. In the third game,
Ursinus made an exciting and
impressive comeback from a 123 deficit.
For the offense, Ursinus had a
total of 35 kills: 12 made by
DiMascio, seven from senior
Tracy DiSanto, and six contributed by Reasor. Chilcoat proceeded to add to the point total
with 12 winning serves.
The Lady Grizzlies' primary
strength remains in their capable defensive play. Breaking
a team record, captain DiSanto
fought hard for 14 well-earned
digs. Freshman Katie Shearer
came through with five defensive blocks for the Bears.
The UC team members have
their next chance to extend their
five-game winning streak on
Thursday, September 17 athome
against Philadelphia College of
Pharmacy.

Philly vs. Arizona
Kyle: Hoying looks impressive in the first half, but Staley and Gamer need to run for 100 yards.
Brian: Neither Philly nor Anzona have looked great but the arm of lake Plummer should be enough to take
the Eagles to 0-3.
Dallas vs. NY Giants
Kyle: No Aikman, no good!
Brian: The injury to Aikman is detrimental. The "Giants should be able to take advantage of Jason Garret.
The Giants offense will be able to score enough points off of the Dallas defense which let up 42 points last
week.

WEEK.

9/16

9/17
9/19

9/20
9/22

Soccer (M) vs. Widener 4 p.m.
Field Hockey @ Lehigh 4 p.m.
, Soccer (W) @ Swart.hmore 4 p.m.
Volleyball vs. Philly Pharm. 7 p.m.
Football @ F&M 1 p.m.
Soccer (W) @ Johns Hopkins 1 p.m.
Soccer (M) @ F&M 2 p.m.
Volleyball @ LVCTourney
Soccer (W) @ Goucher 1 p.m.
Soccer (M) vs. Eastern 4 p.m.
Field Hockey @ Drexel 4 p.m.
Volleyball @ Allentown 7 p.m.

